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Cadet Corps To Return To Gray Uniform Next September

A twelve-man Board of Visitors will inspect Clemson College
during a three-day meeting beginning May 7,
according to
President R. F. Poole.
The visitors will be conducted
on a complete tour of the college plant, including the Extension Service, Experiment
Station, and college farms, in addition to each of the respective
schools of the College.
The opening session will feature talks by Deans H. P. Cooper and W. H. Washington. On
' Thursday morning, the visitors
will hear Deans F. M. Kinard
and S. B. Sarle. After attending
exercises in the College Chapel,
they will have dinner with student leaders in the Mess Hall.
The Cadet Corps will honor the
Board with a parade Thursday
evening, after which the members will retire to the Trustee
House for supper.
In concluding their 1947 visit
to the campus, the Board
of
Visitors will tour the Schools of
Textile and Chemistry, the Fertilizer Inspection Department,
the Library, and the Administrative Offices.
Hold-over
member
W. W.
Smoak, editor of the Walterboro
Press and Standard, is chairman of the group.
New members of the
Board
are J. T. Anderson of Columbia,
C. F. Colbart of Charleston, Dr.
S. M. Derrick, Robert Galloway
of Due West.
Also Mark Hawthorne of Anderson, C. P. Key of Lodge, S.
C. McMeekin of Columbia, Roddy Reid of Rock Hill, Winchester Smith of Williston, Joseph
Walker of Columbia, and George
M. Wright of Abbeville.

Nineteen students have been
selected for membership in the
local chapter of Phi Eta Sigma,
national freshman honorary
fraternity.
The new members are M. Aiken of Nimmons, A. J. Banks of
St. Matthews, B. P. Barber of
Columbia, R. W. Berry of Atlanta,
Georgia, R. H. Boggs of Anderson, G. M. Boyd of Spartanburg,
J. W. Bradfield of Charlotte,
North Carolina, J. R." Carter of
Greenville, C. D. Chavous of Allendale, E. A. Gunnin of Starr.
Also J. W. Hastings of Chester,
S. C, G. C. Haynes of Cliffside,
These four vocalists, popularly known as the "Two TimNorth Carolina,. R. L. McLeod of
Sumter, S. L. Pettit of Roebuck,
ers", will appear here with Tommy Tucker at Taps Ball
J R. Scott of Whitmire. D. J.
this Friday and Saturday.
Trotter of Sumter, H. E. Ulmer
of Hartsville, S. P. Young of
Dalzell, and J. V. Hopkins of Fort
Mill.
Phi Eta Sigma, recognized as
the highest honor society open to
first year men, was admitted to
membership in the Association of
CoUege Honor Societies in 1937.
Clemson's chapter was organized in 1940 and is open to all
Appointment of Harry S. Ashmore, general science '37, freshmen who have a grade point
as editor of the Charlotte News has been announced by ratio of 8.5 or better for the
Thomas L. Robinson president and publisher. Ashmore has first semester's or first year's
work.
been associate editor of the News since joining the staff in
October 1945.

Ashmore Receives Position
As Editor of Charlotte News

The newly appointed chief is
the eighth man to become editor
of the News in its 59 years of
history. Only thirty years old,
he has already had extensive
journalistic experience as a reporter, special writer and associate editor.
Ashmore is the second Clemson
graduate to assume editors duties
Several pieces of modern and
on a large publication. Wright
Bryan, editor of The Atlanta highly valuable equipment have
Journal, has been acting in that been purchased by the Clemson
Department of Civil Engineering
capacity for two years.
for use in courses devoted to the
A native of Greenville, Ash- study of engineering properties
more is a former editor of The of soil and concrete.
Tiger who began his career with
The new equipment, includes
Tenative plans were made at the Greenville Piedmont in 1937. a direct shear machine, tri-axa recent meeting of Scabbard and At that time he stirred nation- ial shear machine,
Blade, national honorary milit- wide comment with his series of bearing test equipment,California
conary fraternity, for
competitive articles exposing working condi- solidometer, and a sonic atesting
elimination drills for
the best tions north of the Mason-Dixon apparatus.
drilled
freshmen,'
sophomore line.
The direct shear machine is
non-commissioned
officers and
Subsequently he joined the staff used to determine the
shearjunior non-commissioned offerof
the
Greenville
News
as
a
poliing resistance and cohesion of
ers in the battalions and the regitical writer during which time he soils. Soil properties may be dement.
The exact dates for the elimi- first became known to the read- termined to aid in computing soil
nation drills have not been an- ers of the Charlotte News through pressures on retaining walls and
nounced, but it has been defini- his column on South Carolina loads in three different directions during tests, which will detely decided upon to hold them political affairs.
the stability of earthin the near future.
In 1941 he and eleven others termine
Bronze medals will be award- were given a years study at Harv- dams and foundations and emed to the six best drilled men in ard through the Nieman Fellow- bankment soils.
The California bearing
test
both battalions, and silver med- ship and Ashmore elected
to
als will be presented to the three study the political and economic equipment is recognized as the
best drilled men in the regiment. , history of the south. In 1942 he best practical means of evaluating subgrade support for flexijoined the armed services.
ble highway and airport paveEntering as a second lieutenant ments. It has been adopted by the
in the reserve as a result of his U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
training at Clemson, he partici- and many state highway depated in the campaigns of North- partments.
The casagrande consolidomeern France, the Rhineland and
Central Europe emerging as a ter determines the probable rate
—♦—
of
lieutenant-colonel with the Bron- and amount of settlement
Clemson was host to the semi- ze
soils in the
construction
of
Star
and
two
oak
clusters.
annual meeting of the Association
building foundations, earthdams
Last year Ashmore won the and retaining walls.
of South Carolina Colleges on
coveted
North
Carolina
Press
March 28, which was attended
by approximately 30 college pre- Association Award for his article
sidents and deans.
on Hamilton C. Jones' victory
A general session meeting, was over P. C. Burkholder in the
heid from 4 p. m. until 6 p. m. race for Congress.
in the Library Browsing Room
His theory of an editor's duties
and was continued after dinner is to become reasonably well inMembers ofl the faculty and
until 10 p. m. At the evening formed on many subjects close students from the Department of
meeting President Kinard
of at hand, and to achieve a bal- Physics attended a meeting of
Newberry, President Grier
of anced page by using syndicate the Southeastern Section of the
Erskine, and Dean F. M. Kinard experts who are close to a source American Physical Society April
of Clemson addressed the group. of good information.
4 and 5 at Catawba College, SalOfficers elected at the general
Editorials, he believes, should isbury, N. C.
session are President
R. C.
Delegates from the
faculty
Grier of Erskine, president, and closely follow the interests of the were Dr. Huff, head of the deDean Frank Bradley of the Uni- readers, placing emphasis, in partment; Dr. A. C. Menius;
versity of South Carolina, sec- order, on local, state, and regional Professor G. M. Martin; Profesaffairs. Ashmore feels that Na- sor McF. Shakelford; and Pro, retary.
Those present were Presidents tional and international topics fessor G. W. Clark. Students who
R. C. Grier of Erskine; J. C. should be examined in the light attended were J. A. Suddeth, J.
Guilds of
Columbia
College; of their relationship to the prob- M. Watkins, and
J. Chapman,
John L. Plyler of Furman; J. lems and traditions of the region. all of the Physics Department.
Marion Rost of Lander; E. M.
Gwathmey of Converse; G. W.
Grice of the College of Charleston; J. C. Kinard of Newberry;
Walter Green of Wofford; R. B.
Burgess of Spartanburg Junior
College; Marshall W. Brown of
Presbyterian; and R. F. Poole
of Clemson.
Other guests were Deans Frank
M. Bradley of the University of
South Carolina; Wofford Morgan
of Converse; Daniel of Furman
portions of the book and by a
Members of the Taps Staff large replica of the cover. The
Washington, Aull, and Brown of
Clemson.
will be honored this weekend at decorations scheme is based enthe annual Taps Ball which will itrely around the make-up and
include the regular Friday night theme of this issue of the yearsemi-formal and the Saturday book.
night informal. Tommy Tucker
C. D. A. President Bob Potter
and his orchestra will supply the
has requested all students not to
music for the gala dances.
—♦—
present their dates with flowers
Twenty members of the ClemFeatured with the orchestra,
son student branch of the ASME which has had many recent ap- for the dances. In order to lessen
traveled to Georgia Tech, in At- pearances at leading hotels and the expense to the student on
lanta, to attend a meeting of the theatres in New York and Holly- dance weekends, the practice of
Southeastern branch of the or- wood, are the Two-timers quar- omitting corsages was begun at
the Block "C" Ball recently.
ganization on April 7 and 8.
According to Potter, the pracThe program consisted of a tet, four songstresses who present
banquet, dance, inspection
of music in their own sweet and tice was such a success at this
swingy
style.
series that the Dance Asociation
plants around Atlanta, and the
presentation of technical papers
Other outstanding members of decided not to give their sponsby students.
Professor Dewey, the orchestra are Don Brown, ors flowers for any dance during
honorary chairman of the Clem- romantic baritons; Kerwin Som- the remainder of the semester as
son Student Branch, was present erville, novelty singer; Bud Kim- an example to the rest of the
with Dean Earle, Dr. Sams, and ker, "a guy and his drums"; and students.
Professor Fernow. This was the Billy Dee.
Potter also announced that
first meeting held in
several
Another feature of the dance only a limited number of invitayears.
the appearance of the tions and chaperone tickets were
The Clemson Branch plans to weekend isSymphony
Orchestra in sent out for this series. Any mementertain the Greenville section Southern
of ASME at a banquet and joint the outdoor theater on Sunday ber of the faculty desiring to be
meeting on April 24. Also sche- afternoon. The orchestra will be placed on the C. D. A. mailing
list for invitations should conduled for this semester is an in- conducted by Carl Bamberger.
A preview of the 1947 Taps tact the C. D. A. either in perspection trip to Buzzard Roost
will be presented by a display of son or by mail.
Plant.

Civil Engineers
Receive Modern,
New Equipment

Competitive Drill
Planned By Frat

Semi-Annual College
Presidents Meeting
Held Here March 28

Clemson Physics Men
Attend Conference

Tucker Plays For Ball
Honoring Taps Staff

Clemson ASME
Visits Georgia Tech

ROTC Students'
Measurements To
Be Made May 14

Phi Eta Sigma
Taps Nineteen
New Freshmen

Annual Board of
Visitors To Tour
College May 7

Students Named
To YMCA Cabinet
Twenty-one new members for
the YMCA Cabinet have been
announced by Jim Young, president elect of the "Y". Along
with the new officers,
these
members will be installed at a
special Vespers Service on May
The following men will compose the Cabinet:
David
H
Banks of St. Matthews; Paul H
Barton of Taylors; A. B. Carwile of Abbeville; Johnny Evans
of Kingstree; W. H. Cox of Latta; R. G. Friar of Montmorenci;
J. G. Hardee of Loris; J. D. Hogan of Columbia; F. B. Hutto
of Jacksonville; L. T. Judy of
Orangeburg and G. F. Lewis of
Orlando, Florida.
Also T. L. Monroe of Marion;
Earle E. Morris of Pickens; F.
K. Norris of Eutawville; E H
Pittman of Bishopville;
J. E.
Reese of Columbia; E. H. Rhyne
of Clemson; J A Smith of Mullins; D. A. Sojourner of
St.
George; T. E. Thornhill
of
Charleston; and R. O. Watson of
Blaney.

Eight Selected
By Mu Beta Psi
Eight students have been named to membership in Mu Beta
Psi, national honorary
music
fraternity, according to an announcement by W. L. Whisnant,
president of the Clemson chapter.
*
The new members are B. O.
Compton, industrial
education
sophomore of Greenwood; G. E.
Williams, civil engineering sophomore of Orangeburg; A. P.
Ballenger, electrical engineering
sophomore of Taylors; J. L. Cooper, chemical engineering sophomore of Union.
Also F. K. Norris, agricultural
engineering junior of
Eutawville; R. R. Workman, architectural engineering, sophomore of
Charlotte, N. C; and T. A. Jeffords, textile chemistry junior of
Orangeburg.

Physics Students Will
Organize Lecture Club

—•—
Students interested in physics
are organizing a Physics club,
which will have as its purpose
the presentation of speakers who
are authorities in various fields
of the physical scences.
Two meetings have been held,
but actual organization of the
club has not yet been effected.
All interested persons, regardless of major course or class
standing, have been invited to
attend the meeting Tuesday night
at 7 o'clock in Room 103, Physics
Building.

Veterans Protest
Reveille Proceedure
The early morning- performance of the ROTC drum
and bugle corps was interrupted on Friday by an array
of pop bottles and water
spray from fire hoses of the
second barracks.
Veterans living in adjacent baracks to the (ROTC
field an anonymous protest,
signed
"Sleepy
Veterans",
with the Commandant
on
Thursday, following the first
performance by the corps.
Minor wounds were suffered by several
members
of the unit and disciplinary
action on the case is pending.

Clemson cadets will return to
the old gray uniform in September, according to an announcement
by J. C. Littlejohn, business manager. These uniforms will replace
those of army issues which are
in current use.
The uniform garments required
will be 1 gray service coat; 2
gray service trousers; 2 gray service caps; 1 blue mackmaw; 1
web waist belt; and 1 raincoat.
The uniforms, which ' are to be
tailored by Jacob Reed's & Sons
of Philadelphia, will not include
the regulation gray Clemson cotton shirts, since at present gray
shirts are unavailable in sufficient
quantity. Each student must furnish his own supply of white cotton shirts.
Measurements for the grays
will be taken on May 14-16, 1947
for all cadets who plan to return
in September. This will enable the
College to have all trousers, caps,
and raincoats on. hand at the opening of school. Mackinaws are expected soon after matriculation
by the cadets.
The cost of the complete outfit,
payable at entrance, will be $92.30
except in the case of seniors, who
may not be required to purchase
new gray uniforms if satisfactory
Tiger Brotherhood "Cubs" staged a parade in the mess hall as part of their initiation.
arrangements can be made with
military authorities.
To the accompaniment of a bass drum and a bass horn they marched from one' end of
Army regulation allowances will
the mess hall to the other displaying their banners and bowing to the "Chiefs". The
lessen expense to the student as
Cubs are (1. to r.) J. A. Smith, J. R. Shepard, F. B. Deloach, J. N. Young, J. G. Hardee,
follows: Freshmen, $9.00; sophoJ. F. Gillespie, and W. H. Moore. The spectators ar«S V. J. Deas and C. W. Carroll.
mores, $9.00; and junior-senior
years combined, $87.04. These allowances are expected to be available by April so that they may
be credited on the fourth quarter's charges.
After the first year, average
cost of the upkeep of the uniform
for ROTC students is estimated at
$16.00 per year for the four .years,
since cadets are required to purchase only needed articles.
According to pre-war usage, a
breakdown of succeeding expenses
is as follows: Sophomore students,
"Ten Little Indians", a play by
$17.00 for 1 pair trousers, 1 cap.
Agatha Christie, has been select1 belt; junior students, $43.50 for
ed for presentation by the Junior
1 coat, 1 pair trousers, 1 cap, 1
Class. All characters have been
belt; and senior students, $17 for
cast and rehearsals have begun
1 pair trousers, 1 cap, 1 belt.
under the direction of Professors
Articles of the uniform unavailR. E. Ware and W. G. Miller.
able at present such as the gray
Establishment
of
a
barracks
Ten new members were elected
Through the channels of the chapel located in room, 1-142 for shitrs, white cotton covers, white
to Alpha Zeta, honorlary agri- Student Welfare Committee a private
meditation at
anytime duck trousers, and white crosscultural fraternity, at a meeting, Junior Class Committee received during the
day
has
been
com- belts will be considered at a later
on Tuesday night, April 8.
date. Class numerals dnd cadet ina sum of 200 dollars from the pleted.
The new members are J. F. College to help finance the prosignia will be issued through the
Various
church
groups
have
Chaplin of Myrtle Beach, D. B. duction. Dr. R. F. Poole, who contributed towards the furn- Quartermaster.
Rosenkrans of Clemson, H. B. stated that he was interested in ishing
Uniforms, of the army issue
and decoration
of the
Kay of Easley, S L Hay of seeing that activities of this sort room, which
type which are in current use
is
used
for
morning
Johns Island, W. M. Loupo of
watch each 'weekday morning. must be turned in to the College
Lake City, E. A. Lindenburg of reappear on the campus, was inOther impovements for the Store Room by noon of May 31,
strumental
in
appropriating
this
Charleston, S. E. McGregor of
room, such as Venetian blinds 1947. Because of the impossibility
fund.
Lykesland, L. A. Mclnnis
ol
and reflooring will be done by of adequately clothing ROTC stuClio, D. C. Sharp of Allendale,
Through the net profits of this the college and the YMCA.
dents with issue garments, no caand H. D. Taylor of Greenville. production the Junior Class indets will be permitted to use or
Chancelor Parr has announc- tends to initiate a fund towards
buy army issue clothing. Deposits
ed that final initation for these collecting equipment for further
Lmade by cadets on the present
new members will be held to- plays to be presented in the Coluniform at the beginning of either
morrow night.
semester will be refunded (less
lege Chapel.
$5.00 usage charge)' provided all
This fast-moving, mystery drathe clothing is returned in good
ma has been successfully enacted
condition.
on Broadway as well as on the
—♦
screen. Ten persons will take part
Gilbert Hardee, agricultural ecin its enactment.
onomics junior of Loris, has been
named president of the Clemson
College Baptist Student Union to
succeed R. K. McKinnon, civil,
Earle Morris, arts and sciences
engineering senior of St. George.
At the request of the State Desophomore of Pickens, was electOther officers elected are J. D.
of Education, the Agried president of the Presbyterian
Hogan of Columbia, enlistment partment
cultural Education
Department
Student Association for next year
vice-president;
W.
M.
Patrick
of
of Clemson is assisting in the
Ted E.
Boliver,
arts
and Smoaks,
at the weekly meeting last Wedsocial
vice-president;
training of some 370 farm vetsciences junior of Columbia, has
nesday night.
been elected president of Alpha and Paul H. Barton of Taylors, eran teachers.
The two vice-presidents elected Phi Omega, National honor ser- devotional vice-president.
Professors F. E. Kirkly and W.
were Christopher Hindman, soph- vice fraternity iof former boy
Also W. C. Walters of Lancast- C. Bowen conducted short coursomore of Greenville; and S a m' scouts'
er, secretary; James B. Anderson es pertinent to teaching methods
McGregor, sophomore of Lykesof Fairforest, treasurer; Fred K. in fifteen different locations in
Addison
B.
Carwile,
agricultuland. Frank Beatty, freshman of ral enginenering, senior of Ab- Norris of Eutawville, Sunday the state. The course lasts from
Charleston was named secretary, beville resigned recently and a school director; J. N. Young of three to four days during which
and Floyd Griffin, freshman of special balloting was held
to Florence, B. T. U. Director; time much stress is placed on the
Greenville will be chairman of elect Boliver.
Charles N. Still of Greenwood, proper use of subject matter.
At present there are more than
the social committee.
Other officers, who
were publicity chairman; and Addison 3,500 farm veterans enrolled in
Dr. Frank B. Schirmer, associ- named at an earlier date* are B. Carwile of Abbeville, deputa- farm training, programs and the
ate professor of chemistry, was David H. Banks, arts
and tions chairman.
A total of forty members, in- number is rapidly increasing.
selected by the group to succeed sciences junior of St. Matthews,
This teacher training program
Frank W. Ix, cluding the old and new councils, is one of the many which the
Professor B. E. Goodale as fac- vice-president;
ulty adviser. Prof. Goodale has textile manufacturinb junior of attended a Retreat at the Citadel School of Education sponsors in
Hosts the state.
served as advisor to the Presby- Charlottesville, Virginia, treasu- Friday through Sunday.
terian Student Association since rer; and Richardson T. Mattison, for the retreat were the First
arts and sciences junior of Aik- Baptist churches of Charleston
it was founded.
en, Secretary.
and the Citadel.

Junior Class Begins Production Of
Mystery Play, "Ten Little Indians"

Barracks Chapel
Ready For Use

Alpha Zeta Taps
Ten New Men

Presbyterians. Elect
Morris President For
Coming School Year

Revision Planned For
Auto Registration
—♦—

Tentative plans for a varied
system of registration for all
automobiles on the campus have
been released by the Commandant's office. At the beginning of
the 1947-48 session, metal identification plates attached to the
state liscense plate will .replace
the window sticker.
The plates will be of three
types; those for resident students,
for non-resident students, and
for faculty and college staff. Each
class of liscense will bear its individual letter designation prefixing the number on the plate.
Special parking areas in various
locations on the campus will be
designated for each group.

Dean Washington
Returns To Staff
Dean William H. Washington
of the Clemson College School of
Vocational Education
has returned to active status on the
Clemson staff after nearly five
years of military leave. During
his 31 months overseas,
Dean
Washington assisted in
setting
up the first American
Army
University center in
Shrivenham, England.

Baptist Student Union
Elects New Officers
For Spring Semester

School Of Education
Trains Farm. Teachers

Bolivar Elected Head
Of Alpha Phi Omega

Southern Symphony Will
Give Concert April 27
The Southern Symphony under
Conductor Carl Bamberger will
be here,for a free concert in the
Outdoor Theater at 4:00 p. m,
April 27. The orchestra is brought
here under the auspices of the
Clemson Concert Series.
This performance will mark
the second time that the organization has been here; its first appearance was in 1941 then under
the direction of Hans Schwieger.
The Concert Series Committee
decided on this date in conectinon
with the Taps Ball weekend, and
a large crowd is anticipated to
hear the concert in the natural
theater behind the Library.
For the last three weeks, the
Southern Symphony has been
working in conjunction with the
South Carolina Music Festival,
an annual state-wide event held
in Columbia. The orchestra which
is active for only two months a
year was heard over a national
radio hookup, "Orchestra-s of the

Nation", in an hour concert April
12.
Although complete concert concert notes have not yet been received by the college, a tentative
program of rather light classical
music has been selected for the
free performance.
The program includes the following:
"Academic Festival Overture",
by Brahms.
"Suan of Tuonla", by Sibelius.
"Andante Pastorale", by Mahler.
Prelude to "Die Meistersinger",
by Wagner.
"Povolstian Dances", by Borodin.
"Dance Sacree" and "Dance
Profane", by Debussy.
"Tales from the Vienna Woods",
by J. Strauss.
Earlier in the year, Gladys
Swarthouty Fritz Kreisler. The
Navy Band, The National Symphony Orchestra, and Eugene List
have been brought here by the
Concert Series.

Rifle Team Elects
Mitchum As Captain

Bobbie W. Mitchum, vocational agricultural sophomore
of
Smoaks, was elected captain of
the rifle team at a recent meeting.
Other officers elected are J.
H. Pressley, chemical engineering sophomore
of
Americus,
Georgia, co-captain; G. M. Gunby, mechanical engineering
freshman of Oak Ridge, Tennessee, treasurer.
In the last two matches, the
team defeated the University of
Hawaii in a telegraphic match,
but were defeated by the University of West Virginia. Sawanee Military Institute forfeited its match.

Army Team To Screen
Officer Applicants
—*■—

One of the interviewing teams
sent out by the U. S. Army will
visit Clemson, for the purpose of
screening applicants for Regular
Army commissions.
Prior to the arrival of the interviewing team, War Department
representatives will come here to
present to the students the ROTC
and Regular Army programs.
Veterans who left the service
to complete their educations are
eligible to apply for Regular
Army commissions.
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NOT THAT
IT
MATTERS

DR. POOLE
SAYS
THAT..

H. F. LANDRETH

A Student's Personal Traits

Initiations are gay times. Some
Several weeks ago the Regis
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published bi-weekly during
are keyed up, raring to go; others
trar sent a letter, together with
the school year by the Students of Clemson College.
are busily padding pants in order
a package of rating cards, to each
The TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper; its claim to ease the sting of long paddles.
professor and requested that he
Candy and cigarettes are plentifill out and sign a card for each
"The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper," is based on
student under his instruction.
circulation, comment and general attitude of those who read THE ful; one can find discarded gum
These little rating cards are imunder every chair in the college.
TIGER.
portant because they become a
College Joe and Jane are rakEntered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C. ing their brains trying to find
part of a students permanent reOffice Phone 5841
cord which he acquires during his
original methods to scare the new
stay at Clemson.
Subscription Rate
$2.00 goats, rats, and what have you.
During my seven years at ClemOne fraternity takes blind foldson these personnel cards have
Editor ed candidates ten to twenty miles
H. Graham Reynolds
been referred to often in replying
Co-Editor in the country. They are relieved
Tally S. Fox
to inquiries from prospective emRobert C. Bradley
Sports Editor of everything except socks and
ployers.-As a matter of fact, some
News Editor shoes and are told to get back to
Edwin H. Rhyne employers are more interested in
Feature Editor the college in two hours or so.
William Kennerty
a student's personal rating sheet,
The candidates return all right—■
as supplied by his professors, than
Associate News Editor
John O. Lewis
in barrels, old sacks, and even
in his scholastic record. They asAssistant News Editor boughs and leaves.
William H. Moore
sume that if a student graduates
Associate Feature Editor
Alfred Robinson' _
Phi Pi gives every lamb a roll
he has an acceptable scholastic
. Associate Sports Editor
Leonard Reynolds
record.
Sports Writer of Scot tissue and places each at
C. W. McGrew
a stop light in downtown Chicago.
Let us take a look at the per.
Business Manager Each car which stops is presented
John E. Thomas
sonal rating card and see what
Advertising Manager with a sheet. The colds really
Robert Burns
it contains. Listed in order we
Circulation Manager giye the boys a headache!
Frank Gorman _
find the following characteristics
—character, native ability, energy,
Every candidate for Alpha Goo
Photographer
Robert A. Gettys
earnestness, technical ability, class
is required to bring an old botCartoonist
R. W. Nicholson
standing, personal appearance,
tle. He breaks the bottle in a
manner, disposition, and leaderI. E. Abrams, H. T. Arthur, Phelps Bultman, Tom Collings, Joe huge tub and goes into an adjoinship. These are checked to indicate
Clancy, E. W. Daniel, J. C. Eargle, Dan Lyon, Leonard Magruder, ing room. Later he is blindfoldwhether the student is above
Jim Moore, Earl Morris, Bud Olson, Bob Rayle, C. N. Still
ed
and
required
to
remove
his
average, average, or below averReporters
shoes and socks. He is led into
age—or superior, medium or inN. C. Brackett, L. B. LeFevre, D. R. Parish, C. H. Presher, S. E. the other room and told to walk
ferior.
.
Circulation
Assistants
McGregor
in the keg of glass—well not
Sense of honor, reliability, and
William Mitchell
Assistant Business Manager quite—the barrel of glass has
dependability are the character
B. G. Woodham
Assistant Advertising Mgr. been replaced by a barrel/of
traits considered. Seriousness of
R. P. Finney
Assistant Photographer cracked ice which at the first
purpose, perserverance, and zeal
touch
gives
the
same
sensation.
Faculty Adviser
are considered in rating earnestJohn D. Lane _
Circulation Adviser
Further south the Beta Boo
ness. In rating a student's disposiBen E. Goodale
tion the professor considers whegang has a huge time. Each candther the student is courteous, tactidate is led through the campus
ful, and respectful Attractiveness,
to a pool full of sharks. A slab
bearing, and good impression are
of meat is thrown in so that the
By TALLY S. FOX
important under manner.
candidates can get the true picAccording to reports from the Veterans Executive Com- ture. After a meeting deep in
This is a comprehensive quesmittee, the college has signed a contract which entitles the the woods, each is blindfolded
tionnaire and it is important to
I.. C. Martin Drug Company to furnish books and supplies and pushed into the pool. (The
note that the ratings which a
HOW MANY UNFORTUNATES IN JUNE?
sharks have been removed). What
student receives for the most part
to veteran students for 1947-48.
Fifteen
students
made
all
A's
last
semester.
What
will
splashing and trying to escape!!
result from extra-curricula values.
The administration allegedly has acted in violation of a If one escapes, he is usually the figure be in June? Only 203 failed to qualify to continue These confidential records tend to
statement made by Dr. Poole at a mass meeting of veterans pushed back in. If he removes enrollment.
How much will the enrollment be decreased be meritorious and accurate within the range allowed for evaluaheld in connection with the Crawford-L. C. Martin contro- his blindfold, he is out—period. because of the twelve credit rule?
tion.
Agricultural Initiation A La
versy of last semester. It was at this meeting that the Presiwould experience if his prof
Forgotten Factor
Since the grades become perdent assured the veterans that in June a new contract would
Texas
merely gave out information.
manent records for all students
Previously,
we
have
complibe drawn up and Mr. Crawford or any other interested party,
Explanation
is
not
only
essenand since they reflect one's emDelta Doo gives each pledge a mented the students on their
would be permitted to submit a bid.
tial but also adds to the inployable and promotional qualilist of articles to collect from scholastic records of last semestterest of the course. Again,
ties, they are important enough
Because the President and business manager were out well known people. One list read: er. But we failed to consider a
we say that the faculty has
for a student to use as criteria
of town, comment from the administration on this newest Joan Bennett's shoe, table cloth group whose contribution to this
done an A-l job.
when grading himself and when
We
issue was unavailable. Perhaps there is a reasonable explan- from Ciro's, palm from Holly- achievement was essential.
working for self-improvement.
wood plaza, and a few hairs from refer to the faculty.
Invaluable Aid
Every student whether his schoation, but in view of promises made, and broken, we feel Crosby—(Crosby is as bald as
The "open door" and office larship is high or low may have
We have concluded from
that the students have a right to question this action. If it Jack Benny).
Six hours were
hours are not enough to satisfy an acceptable personal record.
this report that the majority
had become necessary for the administration to go back on allowed to collect this bus load
some of the faculty members in Good scholarship is commendable
of Clemson's professors have
of
plunder
its word, some public explanation should have been given.
carrying out their duties. They but it is not enough. One must
demonstrated superb craftOne literary society required
" Several months ago when dissatisfaction was brewing
have gone to much trouble to have character, personality, and
manship in "learning" their
make after-^lass help easily ob- manners.
pupils.
over the book monopoly, a committee was appointed by Dr. all male pledges to come to tea
in feminine apparel.
The men
Emphasis on Christian prin- Poole to investigate the cooperative system in operation at used a small room off the lounge . No one called this dual job tainable, a service which has
proven invaluable to many stu- ciples, cultural values such as
other institutions, and to submit a report which would help as a dressing room and came into easy. We say dual, because the dents.
., music appreciation, and social feldetermine the advisability of a similar establishment here. tea in grand style. While they instructor must stand before is
Some of our professors have a lowship, so well marked and mainclass
to
give
them
information;
long list of former students who tained on the campus, makes it
However, the new contract was signed before the research were having tea, the gentle ladies
stole all their clothes and made then, in order that this informa- rate them as tops. But we are convenient for any student to imcommittee had made its report.
tion
not
be
allowed
to
fall
on
the
them go home as they were. A
unable to overlook the matter of prove his personal qualities and
This new contract, approximately two and one-half New York photographer found rocks and die, he must show them faculty
members whose ratings become a well-rounded individual.
how this newly acquired know- would not be quite so favorable. It seems to me that the student
months premature, was dated April 14, and was signed by one away out at 159th street.
may help smoothen the
cannot afford to ignore the splenP. S. McCullum, Dr. Poole, and the chairman of the Board
An "AG" club at a Texas Col- ledge and
Regretably, there Is no
rugged road to educadid opportunities available if he
of Trustees. The V. E. C. is quite perturbed over this action, lege required all candidates to rough
mechanism established by
tion.
has set his aims and his goal high
for it had hoped to have a cooperative book store established mount and ride a wild broncho.
which the students could put
for endeavors and achievements.
100%
Literate?
Each
man
was
placed
in
the
sadtheir opinions concerning
for handling veteran requisitions in 1947-48. The' Tiger feels
dle and instead of being tossed
We want our students to excell
their instructors on record.
Information, however will not
that the veterans are justified in this feeling of disappoint- about in the air, he found old
in scholarship, science, and the
Nor
is
it
posslfce
Tor
stustand
unaided.
This
portion
of
ment.
professions. A certain amount of
Dobbin quite . gentle.
A , story knowledge may well be obtained
dents, in any effective body,
wisdom and effort are requisite
Regardless of whether the contract is upheld or not, The goes that once upon a time a from reading a book. And we feel
to inform the proper authorto success. Some recognize these
Tiger recommends that Clemson students proceed at once to social fraternity switched horses sure that nearly 100% of Clemson
ities on professors who are
facts when they are young, some
on
the
"Ag"
club.
The
candidate
not
doing
a
satisfactory
job.
students can read.
organize their cooperative. We further feel that in justice
when they are older, and some
mounted got in—after he returnnever recognize them.
to the students—the Board of Trustees should take no defin- ed from the hospital six months
On Grading Profs
By standing in rronc of a
ite steps to approve this newly signed contract until the later.
mirror, the student may obWe advocate that the students
tain the same effect as he
be requested to fill out a "percooperative has been extended every possible consideration.
Since I am not a member of
sonality grade card" on each proany sorority, I don't know much
fessor, similar to those which
about them. One sorority requirhave been printed for grading
ed all pledges to bring fishing
What A Student Cooperative Could Do For Clemson
students. With several hundred
worms which they put in a large
grade cards on each faculty
The drum and bugle corps was ordered to perform each bowl. At tea, the president said,
1. Provide books, stationary, food, and sundries to
member every semester, a fairly
morning in front of first barracks at first call (6:15 A. M.). "Bring on the worms." For miles
students at a considerable saving.
accurate picture of the ability of
On the second morning after this order went into effect, a the screams and giggles of girls
each professor in the field of
2.
Offer
lines
of
merchandise
which
are
not
now
group of veterans from the second barracks took it upon eating spagetti were heard.
teaching would be available in
available here.
black and white.
themselves to call a halt to the preceedings.
College days are gay days, and
3. Improve student morale by giving relief from monThrough the use of fire hoses and pbp bottles, they one who is not a member of a
The only objection that we are
opoly prices.
able to conceive of is that a
hoped to stop what they considered "unnecessary reveille club is not developing his true
4. Give students a feeling of responsibility through
We must not have the
few profs would be embarrassed
noise." This action resulted in cuts and lacerations inflicted talents.
same situation or initiations at
participation in the ownership and management.
to see what their students think
upon several members of the corps.
Clemson, but they are just as
of them. In view of giving credit
The Tiger does not attempt to defend the order
good. If you desire to have the
where credit is due, and pointing
What Will Make A Cooperative Succeed At Clemson?
time of your life, call the best
out the black sheep, we should
which forced the members of the band to perform. But
girl, take her to the Taps Ball,
disqualify this objection.
we do feel that the irresponsible action on the part of the
1.
Loyal
support
of
the
student
body.
and to your fraternity party at
guilty veterans should be met with forceful disciplinary
Pretty Picture?
2.
Cooperation
of
faculty
and
alumni
(In
advisory
caintermission.
Gents, that's Colaction.
lege!!
pacity). ~
In our opinion, no existing
The V. E. C. could have been ask^ed to file an official
3. Capable permanent management.
method would give a more acWho
Done
It?
protest. We feel sure that if such a prdcedure had been fol4. Volume of business.
curate report of the type work
lowed, the Commandant would have taken the necessary
Someone tells about the smiling
that a professor is doing than a
5. Adequate capital.
poll of opinions of his students.
action . . . and prevented personal injury to members of the student leaving the math room
6. Efficient accounting procedure.
Since it is the student who
with a smoking pistol and cheercorps.
7. Frequent audits and financial reports.
benefits, or suffers, from the inThe' Tiger advocated that the veteran students employ fully telling everyone on the
struction he receives, we feel that
the Veteran's Executive Committee in all attempts to effect fourth floor: "I didn't get a blue
it should be the student who rata satisfactory solution to their problems. They were elected slip."
es the professor on his abilities.
to represent the veteran students. We feel that they should
Dr. Sheldon, you'd better check
Can this be done?
the math professors.
have been requested to take action in this case.
Will this be done?

TALK

of the

TOWN

A Broken Promise?

The Wrong Way

H'be

FORTIETHfANNIVERSARY
First Tiger Featured
Account of Tech Game

S. R. Rhodes

Clemson defeated the Yellow
! Jackets of Tech on Thanksgiving
■ Day by a score of 10-0. This was
the main story in the first issue
i of the Tiger printed in 1907.
An excerpt of the game summary is as follows: "The team,
one by one nimbly jumped from
their lofty perch and, assembled
in a body, trotted straight across
the field whilst a still greater display of enthusiasm burst forth
from their numerous friends. Here
they threw off their wraps d'sclosing their well developed figures clad in union suits with
brown jersies, each arm of. which
was encircled by several purple
: stripes, tendmg very much to remind one of the fierce jungle monarch which they represented."
Members of the staff were S. R.
; Rhodes, editor; A. L. Campbell,
assistant editor; A. B. Bryan,
alumni editor; D. W. Peurifoy, local editor; L. I. Bissel, athletic
editor; H. P. Lykes, assistant athletic editor and P. Quattlebaum,
exchange editor. Reporters were
; E. P. Plenge, G. D. Cutis, G. G.
Weathersher, E. A. Gardner, H.
W. Wyman, R. H. Legatte, and the
business manager was A. B. Taylor with L. L. Horton and A. S.
Heyward assistants.
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Oscar Says

that he (Oscar) puts Mike
Monta in the Hummond Talmadge
class and offers to give him a
free ticket back to Georgia.
Oscar Says

that from the reports coming
from Camden races, he (Oscar)
Oscar Says
hears that the Senior Council
certain faction on the campus tried to hold a meeting to try
wonders when Brackett, the A the state constabulary for not
Company nut boy, is going to letting their horse win.
grow up. That package delivered
Oscar Says
to him at retreat Tuesday night
that he (Oscar) wonders if
contained an Easter rabbit- Pittman and Crosby have anyWonder what the telegram said? thing in common—they must
—his face certainly was red.
have the way A Company has
Oscar Says
been winning the parades lately.
that he (Oscar) thinks someone Wonder if the Bald Eagle is
should tell Imershein that certain aware of this fact, boys?

By Joe Clancy

%

Welcome home to William H.
Washington, Dean of Clemson's
school of vocational education. Mr.
Washington has been on military
leave of absence for five years
and while in the service assisted
in setting up the first American
Army University center at Shivenham, England. .... James Hunter, class of '37 and son of Professor of Mathematics' Joe Hunter,
is commercial engineer for the
General Electric Company at
Schenectady, N. Y. . . . . . An
ex-Clemson student, James M. Tuten of Greenville, will receive his
commission as Second Lieutenant
at Fort Benning, Ga. next week.
Old graduates of Clemson will
be happy to hear something of
"Shorty" Schilleter who preceded
Captahi Harcombe as director of
the mess hall. Shorty was on the
job from 1896 to 1916. Son Julian,
class of 1922, is now professor of
horticulture at Iowa State College; William is superintendent of
schools at Tryon, N. C; and Augustus is connected with the Extension Service here at Clemson
as Horticulturist ...... John
D. Jones, mechanical engineering
freshman from Marietta, was recently married to Miss Belle McPherson of the same city
Dean F. M. Kmard is pro'ud this
week; his daughter, Margaret, has
just been named to Phi Beta Kapoa, national senior honorary scholastic fraternity. Miss Kinard is
now attending Agnes Scott College at Decatur, Ga
Congratulations to Dr. W. H. Peterson, associate professor of agricultural economics and rural sociology, who has just received his de-

gree as Doctor of Philosophy from
the University of Minnesota. . . .
An old alumnus of Clemson has
recently been honored by his associates at Warren, Ohio. Earle
Rampey Smith, mechanical and
electrical engineering graduate of
the class of 1919, was honored
by having a new business building named for him. For several
years Mr. Smith has been general
superintendent of Distribution and
this reward was for his untiring
efforts in attention to his duties.
Mr. Smith is associated with the
Ohio Public Service Company in
Warren
The Iota Chapter
of Phi Psi, national textile honorary fraternity, held its 20th Anniversary last Friday at the Poinsett Hotel in Greenville. New officers were elected and will be reported in the next edition of The
Tiger. .....
...... Congratulations to Mr.
and Mrs. John Andrea, of Greer,
on the arrival of a new daughter.
John is majoring in civil engineering
Lewis Tervin, '00, retired last year from the Western
Pennsylvania Power Company of
Pittsburgh and has now moved to
Salinas, California where he and
his son, Lewis, Jr., have set up
the Lewis A. Tervin Co.
John D. Miller, class of 1031,
who has been assistant county
agent for Greenville county for
eight years, has been appointed
as county agent of York county.
Mr. Miller was a vocation agriculture teacher in Lancaster county
before going to Gree -vPio ....
Claude B. Free, class of 1918. now
owns and manages his own laundry and dry cleaning estab'sV
ment in Columbia .... Probably
one of the most prosperous of
Clemson's alumni is J. F. "Skeet"
McLaurin, class of 1931, who is
now manager of the McColl Farms
at Bennettsville. This farm is the
largest in South Carolina and nry
be the largest in the south. Fifteen hundred plows are necessary
to turn the soil

Clem Says:

"FIND 'EM, FOOL 'EM, FORGET 'EM."

1947

Rhodes And Taylor
Headed—^—
First Staff
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that there seems to be pretty
good cooperation between the cadets and vets from the way a
certain vet from second barracks
got pooled the other day by the
combined efforts of cadets and
vets.

1907
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that he (Oscar) wonders why college vets can deflate bloated
Pittman sold the mate of Lytle's animals.
Oscar Says
Velvet Glove to "Buttons" Brackett—could it -be that Brackett
that he (Oscar) thinks that.
wants three buttons.
Magnolia Kirven's performance
-Oscar Saysdidn't come up to the recent
that in the spring a young fame of Madame Puddle Watson..
Oscar says
i
man's fancy turns to what a
that he (Oscar) thinks that
woman has been thinking about
some characters portrayed in theall the time.
recent CFS flop play by "Sis"
-Oscar Saysthat Ervin's cute little picture Kirven and Lord Fauntleroy Wigwould look good in the down ins fit their social selves better
actions.
town window it did occupy—es- than their everyday
Oscar says
pecially now that the rest of the
that he (Oscar) wonders if
window is filled with baby pic"Bust 'em all" Liles is trying to
tures.
be a second Compost Covington.
-Oscar Eays-
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Sam R. Rhodes, professor-head
of the Electrical Engineering De■ department, and A. B. Taylor,
j president of the Taylor-Collquitt
Corporation
of
Sriartanburg,
[ were instrumental in founding
[ the first Tiger in 1907. The iniI tial purpose of The Tiger was to
i raise money for the college an. nual.
Taylor conceived the idea of
!
the paper prior to Christmas of
11906, while he was in the hospital. He presented the idea to
the senior class, and after receiving their approval, the first
Tiger staff was organized. Rhodes
was appointed as editor and Taylor served as business manager.
The financial success of The
Tiger was due to the efforts of
Taylor, who is known as "Governor" by his classmates. Taylor, with the aid of the football
team, canvassed the barracks and
sold subscriptions for the paper
to ninety percent of the students.
At that time, subscription rates
were seventy-five cents for five
months.

A. B. Taylor
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Track and Baseball Teams Open Season With Success
Cinderman Crush
Furman Runners

BY BOB BRADLEY

REMINISCING SPRING FOOTBALL
Coach Frank Howard expressed great satisfaction in the
way spring football practice was run off. He liked the way the
first team showed up in the final practice game of the season
in which the Orange first team beat the second team whites
41-6.
The coach was quoted after the game as saying there
was still a lot of work to be done before the opening game
next fall, but the boys hit and hit hard. They showed a remarkable spirit and were full of pepper all the time. The
first team looked very good offensively and pretty good defensively. The reserves did not show as well as we had
hoped. Our weakness is that we are not too deep in tailbacks. We are not going to be too good next year, but we
should be able to play several pretty fair ball games. And
there you have the words of the man who can see the
movement of every man on the playing field.
When the Tigers take the field against P. C. next September 20, the fans should see the following men line up against
the Blue Stockings; John Paulos at left end and Neil Montone
at right end; Phil Prince will be holding down the left tackle
position while Chick Gainer will be on the other side of the line
at right tackle; Bill Hunter will flank the center on the right
side at his old guard position, while Frank Gillespie will get
his share of the knocks at left guard. Cary Cox who has just
been elected to captain the 1947 Tigers will be at the pivot
position. John Moorer, the new alternate captain, is slated to
lead the way for the speed merchants from his blocking back
post. Dick Hendley showed a great amount of power in spring
practice, and should get the starting nod at the fullback position. "Hootchie" Morgan, a 10-second man, takes "Tweet"
Poe's place at the wingback hangout. Bobby Gage has apparently mastered his injury received at mid-season of last
year, and will be on the pitching end of most of the passes, and
will handle a great deal of the running.
On the reserve list, "Hank" Walker, "Bull" Cagle, Ralph
Curtis, Tom Salisbury, Luke Deanhardt, Oscar Thompson, Jim
Sultis, Jack Ross, Clint Dyer and others should add a lot of
power to the line while Bob Martin, Billy Rogers, Jim Whitmire, Hal Leonard, Bill Rogers, Jack Miller, and ".Rod" Brisendine will be looking for their chance to get into the backfield
to tote the mail.
The Tigers will have about the same team come September that represented the school on the gridiron last
year, but there has been a decided improvement, and we
are looking for the Bengals to stack up against conference
competition with the best of them.

BASEBALL TEAM LOOKS GOOD
Clemson's baseball team has scaled the first mountain in
their drive for the state championship by taking Carolina into
the fold two games. The Tigers visited the Gamecocks about
ten days ago, and won both of the contests played. The Birds
will not repay the visit until the last two games of the season
on May 23 and 24. By that time, the state race may be a hotly
contested affair. We still have 12 state games to run off. Four
of these will be with Firman.
Up through Tuesday night, Clemson was leading all state
teams in total games played, and also in state games. The
closest rival is Newberry. While the Hinsohmen have won 8 and
lost 2 against all competition, the Indians of Newberry have
a 7 won and 2 lost record. In the state race, the Tigers have
come up with victories over P. C, Wofford, and the two Carolina games. They have yet to taste defeat at the hands of state
competition. In the conference race the University of Richmond
has three wins against no defeats while North Carolina and
Furman are tied for second place with one victory without a
setback. Clemson comes up in third place with 5 wins and one
defeat. Behind the Tigers are the Duke Blue Devils with a 3
and 3 record.
Clemson's lone conference defeat was at the hands of the
Duke Blue Devils by a score of 13-11. The Tigers defeated the
Devils the day before 10-9. The other defeat handed the home
club was a 2-1 squeeze by the Fort Jackson team. The Tigers
rebounded the next day to trounce the servicemen 12-0.
T'would be nice if the Tigers could rake in another
Southern Conference championship. We have a good pitching staff in Joe Landrum, Joe Hazle, "Nig" Griffith and
LutheT Rentz. Hazle is leading the moundmen with 4 wins
and with nary a loss. The bitting has not been up to par as
yet, but with warmer weather coming on, the sluggers
should get their joints loosened up, and be a busting the
fences.
. ,-

Clemson's powerful cinder
squad ran up 85 Vz points to Furman's 45 Vz tallies, making grand
slams in the 100 yard dash, the
"40 yard run, and the 880 yard
run.
ihe Hornets toes; rour of six
firsts in the field events but the
Bengals went out in front in the
runs and dash events.
100 Yard Dash: Morgan (C),
Whitmire (C), and Facchni (C).
Time 10 seconds.
220 Yard Dash: Cureton (C), H.
Faile (F), and B. Thomason (F).
Time 23.8.
440 Yard Run: Donkle (C), Allen (C), and Yarborough (C).
Time: 54 seconds.
880 Yard Run: Pulkinen (C),
Chambers (C), and Cobb (C).
Time: 2.08.4.
120 High Hurdles: H. Faile
(F), Jordan (C), and D. Lee
Time: 16.3.
220 Low Hurdles: Mabury (C),
Mitchell (F), and Gualt (C).
Time 29.5.
Mile Run: Pulkinen (C), Hudgens (F), and Rayle .(C).
Time 4:52.
Two Mile Run: Dolan (F),
Price, (C), and Ross (C).
Time: 11.19.
Shot Put: Wham (F), Facchin
(C), and Holshouser (C).
Distance: 45 feet two inches.
Broad Jump: Coyle (F), Lynch
(C), and Strombaugh (F).
Distance 21 feet two inches.
Pole Vault: Brown (C), Hardee
(C), and Stroupe (F) and Ear.
(C) tied for third.
Height 11 feet three inches.
High Jump: Strombaugh (F),
Lynch (C), and Chalker (C).
Height five feet 10 inches.
Discus: Wham (F), Dunaway
(C), and Broday (C).
Distance: 124 feet eight inches
Javelin: Kivett (C), Strombaugh (F), and Chalker (C).
Distance 173 feet 11 inches.
Mile Relay: Won by Clemson
(Donkle, Yarborough, Coursey,
and Allen); Furman (Wham,
Dye, Revis, and Lee).

Clemson's baseball team made
a complete sweep of the two game
series with the Carolina Game■cocks in the Capital City on April
11 and 12. The Tigers came out
victorious in the first tussle 4-1,
and ran wild on the bases in the
second game by trouncing the
home team 17-8.
Joe Landrum, "Nig" Griffith
and Luthur Rentzz shared pitching honors in the afternoon match
Friday holding the Birds to five
hits. Rentz was the winning pitcher. Landrum came in in the last
half of the ninth to save the day
by striking out the last two batters after two men became base
runners.
>
The second game was played
under the arcs of Capital City
Park, with all of Clemson's big
four pitchers -seeing service.
Clemson
AB R H
Coker, rf
4 1 0 1
MacMakin, 2b 3 1 2 3
Sherard, 3b
4 1 0 0
Quinn, cf
4 1 1 3
Martin, lb
3 0 0 4
Gillespie, lb
1 0 18 0
Castles, lb
2 0 0 2 0
0 0 0
Stroud, If
1
10 2
Moore, ss
3
1 6 0
Cleveland, c
4
0 0 4
Kcntz.p
3
Griffith, p
1 0 0 0 1
Landrum, p
0 0 0 0 0
TOTALS
32 4 5 27 15
AB R H
CAROLINA
4 12
Dunham, cf
5 0 1
Sykes, ss
3 0 0
Padgett, lb
3 0 0
Crouch, If
4 0 0
These men are expected to see plenty of action this season with the baseball team on the hill and behind the plate.
Pinkerton, 3b
4 0 1
Wilson, rf
In the usual order they are "Nig" Griffith pitcher, Tom Cleveland catcher, Luther Ren.tz pitcher, Joe Hazel pitcher,
4 0 1
Lane, 2b
James Hazel catcher, and Joe Landrum pitcher.
4 0 0
Way, 2b
3 0 0
Stakacsi, p
0
0
Parone
34 1 5
TOTALS
Score by innings
Clemson
002 020.000
Carolina
000 000 100
HOME GAMES
game box score:
April 24, Thursday 3:00 P. M. Second
Ed. Note: This is an article
This equipment room is open
Clemson
AB R H PO A
Clemson batters, led by the
by J. Roy Cooper of the YM.
from 2 to 6 p. m and 6:30 to 8:30 —Baseball game with Newberry.
MacMakin, 2b 3 2
b i g stick wielded by Lyn
April 26, Saturday — Track
CA explaining some of the
p. m. daily. There will be Sun1
1
Fisher, 2b
MacMakin closely followed
plans for the intramural proday hours from 2 to 5:30 p. m. meet with Carolina.
2
3
Coker, rf
by Dewey Quimi and Tom
April
30,
Wednesday
3:00
P.
gram at Clemson.
Any student can get equipment
2
3
Gillespie,
3b
Cleveland, have been poundM.
—
Baseball
game
with
The
simply by going to the room for
4
2
Quinn, cf
ing their opponents pitching
Clemson's intramural sports it. There are footballs, basket- Citadel.
1
0
Castles, If
to accumulate healthy batprogram has already claimed the balls, volley balls, and nets softMay 3,
Saturday - — Track
Stroud, If
0 0 0 0
ting averages. However some
interest of a large number of balls, bats, and horsehoes avail- meet with N. C. State.
Landrum, If, p 2 1 0 0
of the Tiger batters have not
students, and as we get underway able now. Every student is exMay 5, Monday 3:60 P. M.—
The -Clemson Tigers
heaped
J. Moore, ss
6 2 1 0
hit their stride but these men
with the spring program, it is pected to sign for the equipment Baseball game with Furman.
an overwhelming defeat
upon
Martin, lb
5 0 1 4
are expected to begin poundexpected that many more will received, and return it the same
the Presbyterian Blue Stockings
J. Hazel, c
0 10 8
ing the pill soon.
benefit from the activities which day. In the case of a broken bat
in their 1947 track debut at ClinCleveland, c
2 0 1
are scheduled.
ton, April 4. The Bengals ran up
Player
AB R H Ave.
or damaged equipment, it must
Gene Moore, c 0 0 0 0
To recount some of the activi- be returned. Any equipment not
a total of 98 points to their opMacMakin
24 8 10 .416
Joe Hazel, p
2 110
ties this year, the intramural returned will be charged to the
ponents 32, making grand slams
Quinn
24 8 13 .382
Griffith,p
in the 440 yard run, the mile,
touch
football
program
had
as
7 .350
Cleveland
20 5
student who signed for it.
0 0 0 0 0
Rentz, p
and the two-mile, and the high
participants over 200 different A sketch has been prepared by
Gillespie
27 4
7 .259
41 17 13 37 7
jump.
TOTALS
students
in
regularly
scheduled
Stroud
12 3
3 .250
Mr. Cooper for making six volley
AB R H
CAROLINA
games, and more than 700 differ- ball courts on the small parade
Mile run: Pulkinen (Clemson),
Sherard
25 7
5 .200
1
Dunham, cf
Rayle (C), Ross (C); time 5:05.
ent students played touch foot- ground and these are to be ready
Moore
23 5
5 .217
2
Sykes, ss
440-yard run: Donkle
(C),
ball. In the league play, there for use immediately. This is a
Castles
16 2
3 .187
1
Yarborough (C), McLeod (C);
Padgett, lb
were 28 regularly scheduled gam- plan to add two additional volley
Coker
33 9
5 .151
time 54:3.
0
Crouch, If
es with 10 teams participating. ball courts in the quadrangle.
1
100-yard run: Walkup (PresPinkerton, 3b
There were 9 games in the tourAn intramural track has been
byterian), Faccion (C), Curreton (P), Chalker (C); distance 172'- nament with E Company win0
Wilson,
rf
planned for the second week in
(C); time 10:6.
10".
1
Parone, rf
ning the championship.
May,
and
an
intramural
tennis
PAST
AND
FUTURE
MEET120-yard high hurdles: Jordan
0 0 0
Broad jump: Lynch (C), RolAndrews, 2b
Teams
participating
in
the
INGS:
A
committee
of
interested
tournament
the
last
week
in
Ap
(C), Williams (C), Hughes (P); lins (P), Raines (P); distance
4 11
Willis, 2b
sports program have played hard, ril. Mr. Cooper has also talked to Clemson supporters from Andertime C9:2.
20'9".
2 0 0
Way, c
and
have
displayed
fine
spirit,
Mrs.
Summers
at
the
Boscobel
son
County
elected
John
Lam880-yard run: Sulkiner
(C),
Discus throw: Beeland (P),
1 1 1
Johnson, c
Chambers (C), Lindsay (P); time Riddle (P), Dunaway (C); dis- excellent sportsmanship, and the Golf Course, and she said stu- breth, Jr. temporary chairman of
0 0 0
Byrd, p
finest
cooperation.
the
proposed
Anderson-CSemson
2:10.4.
dents
who
play
intramural
golf
tance 128' 9".
4 0 1
Berlin, p
220-yard run: Curreton (C),
With the urgent demand for the will be given a special rate of Alumni Club at a meeting held
Mile relay: Clemson Yar35 8 9
TOTALS
in
the
Electric
City
Thursday
Walkup (P); time 24:0.
borough,
Chambers,
McLeod, use of equipment, there has been fifty cents each time they play.
Two-mile run: Price (C), tie Faccion; time 3:42.3.
established in barracks one room Those interested in golf are asked night, March 20. The Temporary Score by innings
407 000 006
for first; time 12:52.
Clemson
114 an intramural equipment to turn in their names to Mr. | chairman will call a meeting
002 000 006
220-yard low hurdles: MarbCarolina
Joe Hazle has a perfect record room. We have a man on duty Cooper at the "Y" so that the j sometime within the next two
ury (C), Gault (C), Raines (P); on the mound with four wins to issue equipment and to re- list can be prepared for Mrs. weeks at which time the appoint
time 27:5.
ed committees will assume their
and no lossess. Landrum has won ceive same when it is turned in. Summers.
Pole vault: Brown (C), Har- three and lost one.
duties. All interested persons are
dee (C), Hughes (P); height 10'urged to contact Chairman LamGRID ,STAR HONORED
Joe Landrum is leading Tiger
berth who stated that he would
High jump: Lynch (C), Chal- hurlers in strikeouts with 28.
like to have all D?TAY members
ker (C), Bush (C); height 5'9' . Joe Hazle is second with 16 batLt. Colonel Clarence J. Inabin- and Clemson men in Anderson
Javehn: Kivett (C), Lindsay ters whiffed.
et, general science '36, was rec- County in the organization . . .
ently presented the Army ComClemson won its third Southern
IPTAY clubs that have held
mendation Ribbon by direction of recent meetings are the Colum- Conference game by defeating the
the Secretary of War at Borin- bia-CIemson Club on April 9, Davidson Wildcats on the Clemquen Army Air Field, Puerto the Anderson-Clemson Club on son diamond April 8 by a score
Rico. The medal was presented April 11, The Bennettsville Club of 2-1.
Clemson won its second South- by Brigadier General John A. on April 18
Joe Landrum of Clemson and
The Rock Hillern Conference baseball game Samford, commanding general of Clemson Club is planning on a Whiteheart of the visitors hooked
March 28 by downing the Duke the 24th Composite Wing.
big meeting on April 25. Sever- up in a pitchers' duel in the fast
Delicious
BARBECUED
Sandwiches
Blue Devils on the Tigers' diaColonel Inabinet, who is from al of the college heads as well played game. All runs scored by
mond. The final count was 10-9. Orangeburg, is a former Tiger as the athletic coaches are ex- both teams were unearned. LandCurb Service Only
Tom Cleveland was the big gun football star, having won several pected to attend this get togeth- rum allowed the visitors four hits
for the Hinsonmen with two Ail-American ratings for his stel- er ... The
caarleston-Clemsom while striking out 9. The Tigers
Groceries
Meats
doubles and a single. Dewey Quinn lar line play here in 1934-35.
Club have plans for a meeting faired little better against the
Phone 9511
with a home run and a double and
on April 29 while the Orange- slants of Whiteheart, collecting
Frank Gillespie with a double and
burg Club will follow with a only five hits, but capitalized on
Super Hwy. Just outside city limit Greenville, So. Carolina
single were the next in line.
sent six of the visitors down by meeting on the next night, the two errors to win the game.
Joe Hazle went the route for the strike out route.
30.
The
Washington-Clemson
Score by innings:
the home team giving up nine Duke
,
340 000 200 Club will hold a meeting on Davidson
000 001 000
hits while walking seven. Hazle Clemson
105 400 OOx May 7 in the Nation's Capital.
Clemson
100 010 OOx

DID YOU KNOW THAT
"Bo" Saunders, standout lineman for the Tigers for several seasons, has signed a pro contract with the Charlotte Clippers?
A baseball team can make 6 hits in one inning
and not score a run? The first batter gets a hit, and is out
stealing. One out. The second batter can go out the same route.
Two outs. The next three men hits can get hits. The sixth man
up hits a ball that strikes a runner. The runner is out, but the
batter is credited with a hit. Three, outs, six hits, and no huns.
In the first 10 games of the season, the Tiger baseball
team scored 80 runs to opponents 45?

MacMakin Leads Intramural Program Expanding;
Tiger Hitters
Softball Track, Golf Listed

Sports Calendar

Tiger Trackmen Drop
Blue Hose In Opener

Clemson Defeats
Davidson, 2 to 1

Cleveland Leads
Clemson To Win
Over Duke Nine

THE CRICKET

South Carolina's Leading Store for Men and Boys

REAL SHAVING COMFORT

Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville

2

HEYWARD MAHON CO.

WITH

^ytieririen SHAVE PRODUCTS

Greenville, S. C.

THIEF IN THE STATE
Charlie Truluck of the Furman baseball team has been
running opposing pitchers and catchers wild in his base running. While no records are available, we would venture to say
that he is way out in front in the base- stealing department.
We saw him have his biggest day the other Saturday against
Wofford when he thieved five bases, including home twice.
He has stolen the fourth base several times before this year.
The way he does the trick is this. Most pitchers will take a full
windup if third base is the only sack occupied. When the flinger
begins the preliminary motions, the Speed Demon lights out
for home, and he usually makes it. The only preventive measure
we see against such thievery is for the pitcher not to take a
complete windup, and be set for the Trulucker as he starts his
90 foot journey.

Tigers Win Two
From Gamecocks

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE
43*

The C & W Home and Auto Supply,

Mennen Brushless Shave / *
Cream.

Main St., Seneca, S. C. offers to the students, faculty members, and employees

Mennen BrushlessShaveCream.

of Clemson College a discount on the

Mennen Lather
Shave, Plain or

39*
39*

Mennen
Skin
Bracer.

Complete
Supply Of
Toilet
Articles

Merrlhol-ked.

purchase of Goodyear Auto Tires.
Students may use their Clemson Athletic Cards for
identification. Identification certificates for non-students
may_be obtained from the following men:

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO

Members of the Extension Department—Mr. Williams
Members of the Experiment Station—Mr. McGinty

P. S. McCollum, Owner

Faculty Members and Employees—Mr. Brown, Treasurers Office

"The Official College Book and Supply Storeyy
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Bill Given To Legislature
To Unify Higher Education

Added To
Ed Osborne To Succeed Joe Bauknight
Agriculture Faculty
Sherman As News Director

A bill to create a Council of Higher Education has been
introduced in the State House of Representatives by the
House Education Committee, It was read for the first time
on April 8.
Composed of nineteen members
the council would be authorized
to exercise certain powers in coordinating the activities of the
six state-supported institutions of
higher learning. These schools
are Clemson, the University of
South Carolina, Winthrop, The
Citadel, The Medical College, and
the State Colored A and M College.
If passed, the bill will empower
Thirty-six members of the
Clemson College Glee Club par- the council to obtain from the
ticipated in a 300-voice mixed General Assembly an appropriachorus which appeared in concert tion in one lump sum, which
with the Southern Symphony Or- would then be allocated to the
chestra in the Columbia Town- various schools. No part of the
ship. Auditorium Saturday even; total amount would be earmarked
for any special purpose by the
ing, April 19.
. The Clemson group was select- legislators.
A uniform financial accounting
ed by Hugh H. McGarity, director of the Clemson department of and budgetary procedure system
Music, and represented the best would be established and maintained by the council.
voices in the student body.
Of the nineteen members of
They were G. A. Beach, H. C.
Shadwell, both of Columbia; J. the proposed council, six would
P. Garrett, W. E. Massey, and J. be the presidents of the state inW. McMahan of Greenville; R. E. stitutions, six would be elected
Farmer of Anderson; F. E. Beaty by the trustees of each school,
and E. D. Cohen of Charleston; and the other seven would be
J. H. Lazar of Florence; J. G. citizens of South Carolina apSmith of Orangeburg; E. H. pointed by the governor. One of
Rhame of Sumter; E. A. Free- these seven citizens would be
man, T. A. Collings, and R. A. from the state at large, and
the other six would be selected
McGinty of Clemson.
from the six congressional distAlso W. W. Ballentine of Blyth- ricts.
wood; J. M. Attaway of Beaufort;
E. W. Seigler of Greenwood; H.
O. Morgan of Seneca; J. R. Cothran and W. R. Chapman of Inman; W. H.. Cox of Latta; B. J.
Perry and A. T. Perry of Ridgeland; T. L. Monroe of Marion; J.
Hill", - historical home
F. McLaurin of Bennettsville; G. of "Fort
C. Calhoun located on
S. Flynn of Lancaster; G. F. El- the John
Clemson campus, is to be
more of Greer; W. C. Barker of. pictured
in the May issue
of
Ilu* 3,f„ and W- B" Broome of Holiday, travel magazine publish
Abbeville.
ed by the Curtis
Publishing
Also J. W. Gordon of WiUard, Company of Philadelphia.
Ohio; F. B. Hutto of Jacksonville,
The famous old home of South
Fla.; F. C. Lucius of "West Palm Carolina's leading statesmen of
Beach, Fla.; S. W. Coney of Co- the middle 19th century is shown
ulmbus, Ga.; V., A. Brewster of in a double-page colored cartoCedartown, Ga.; and J. P. Wilk graph featuring America's most
historic homes.
of East Port Chester, Pa.
Holidays 600,000 readers are
given various items of interest
An Eleven and one half pound about Fort' Hill, including the
turnip with a thirty-three-inch information that many of the
circumference was recently raised original Calhoun furnishings are
near Clemson.
intact and on exhibit here.

Appointment of Edward L. B. Osborne, Clemson College
senior from Hardeeville, as director of the Clemson College
News Bureau to succeed Joseph E. Sherman was announced
today by Dr. Robert Franklin Poole, president.
Osborne a former editor of
The Tiger, Clemson student
newspaper, and assistant in the
News Bureau since January, will
assume his new duties July first.
Sherman resigned after 13 years
as head of the office to accept a
position at the University of Florida in July. .
A pre-war Clemson student
who spent 36 months in the Army, Osborne returned to Clemson in 1945 and is a candidate
for graduation in General Science this June. He was engaged
in Army public relations on Leyte, Philippines Islands for ten
months.
As in the past, the Clemson
News Bureau will continue the
distribution of both academic and
athletic releases.

Glee Club Group
Sings in State
Music Festival

Calhoun Home To Be
Featured in "Holiday"

TALK OF Tiff!
1 1-4 Mile on Greenville Hi-way

FOOD AS YOU LIKE IT!

Seven men of the School of
Agriculture have been named as
members of The Agrarian, Clemson s student agricultural publication.
They are S. E. McGregor,
airy junior of Lykesland; D. A.
irafield, vocational agricultural
ducation sophomore of
Kerhaw; L. B. Smith,
vocational
gricultural education sophomore
f Mullins;
F. K. Norris, agriIt111'3!., engineering
junior of
itawville; and T. W. Gladden
cational agricultural education
sophomore of,,Lowrys.
3>CT W^ZJ^ii
FRANCES A//A/<f
EVEA.VN VRESTON
C-rfwsr/A/G S/yraiA!
The first issue since 1943 will
be out about May; it will be a
Sponsors for Taps Ball are: Shifra Hyman of Charleston, for Photographer Leon Tigler;
36-page magazine with a 2-color
cover. The May publication will
Barbara Johnson of Florence, for Editor Hamp Wiggins; Glenn Duval of Greenwood,
be the only one for this year;
for Photographer E. E. Holt and Sara Suggs of Anderson, for Art Editor Joe Raley.
however, with the beginning of
Also Gloria Gaines of Anderson, for Sports Editor Clyde Murchinson; Sara McKinthe Fall Session, pre-war schednon of Charleston, for Associate Editor, John Califf; Chris Smoak of Charleston, for
ules will again be adopted.
Feature Editor Dan Kennerly; Dot Broadwell of Sumter, for Managing Editor R. S.
Selections for next year's senior staff will be made from the
Cathcart; Frances King of Anderson, for Literary Editor Jim Perry; and Evelyn Presjunior staff and others interested.
ton of Richmond, Virginia, for Business Manager C. M. Joye.
Featured articles in the May
issue will be reveiws of the curDONELON
TO
SPEAK
METZ IN DENVER
rent experiment station, service
bulletins, and circulars to give
Father John Donelon, C. S. a more comprehensive, concise
G. E. Metz, arts and sciences
P., will speak in the Riggs Hall picture to readers interested in
'27, is now attending a four-day
Auditorium at an open forum on these fields.
meeting of the American Assothe subject "Communism." The
Lt. Charles Allen' Turner, '41 meeting, which is being sponsorciation of Collegiate Registrars
being held at Denver, Colorado. of Augusta, Georgia, has been ed by the
Newman Club
of nciples and |deas; he has also
awarded posthumously the Air
Metz, who came here in 1929 Medal and Distinguished Flying Clemson, is to be held on Wed- written a series of articles for
30, at publication" in newspapers of this
as a staff member and was ap- Cross for heroism and extraordi- nesday evening, April
area.
pointed registrar in 1934, is pre- nary achievement in the Pacific seven o'clock.
All interested persons are corThe speaker has made an exsent secretary of the organization. in 1945.
tensive study of Communist pri- dially invited to attend.
The late Lt. Turner entered the
Navy in 1941 shortly after graduation, receiving his wings at
Pensacola, Florida. During the
GRADE "A"
period 1941-44, he was actively
engaged in anti-submarine patrol duty off the Atlantic coast.
In the Pacific area, he served
at Hawaii, Saipan, and later he
was on the seaplane tender USS
Hamlin, which operated from
Okinawa.
—U. S. Tourist Approved-

Lt. Turner Is Awarded
DFC And Air Medal

SENECA CAFE

Large Choice of Sandwiches
Short Orders
Dinners
Kenn (Clemson-Vet)

Agrarian Names
Ten New Men

Vet Housing Booklet
Published By School

"Mom" Huwiler

.......

•
•
•
•
•

Clemson College has published
a booklet entitled "How Clemson Houses Veterans,"
which
gives pictorial accounts of the
housing projectvthat Clemson has
undertaken.
The booklet
shows in and
around the housing areas, snapshots taken on the interior of
the prefabricated houses,
and
pictures taken of three different
types of living quarters.; temporary barracks, duplex apartments, and single units.
Each of these houses has a
living room,
kitchen,
pantry,
bathroom with shower, and from
one to three bedrooms.
Single
units rent for $18 per month and
duplex apartments rent for $15.
At the present time there are
fifty duplex apartments, two
hundred forty-eight houses, and
three barracks that house two
hundred ninety-two single students.

MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson's Finest
and
MOST MODERN RESTAURANT
"Clemson Students Always Welcome"
Anderson, S. C.

STEAKS
CHICKEN DINNERS
OYSTERS
DINNERS
SANDWICHES

MCNS

SHOfr

SENECA. S.C

A Flying Start!
If you want to see a new
gleam in your dream queen's
eyes, slide into a form-flattering Arrow shirt, whip a
superb Arrow tie around
your manly neck and tuck
a matching Arrow handkerchief in your breast pocket.
You'll be master of all you
survey.

'Nothing but the Best'

Clemson Cafeteria
In The "Y"

ARROW—YOUNG AMERICA'S FAVORITE SHIRT

Stewart-Meritt Company
26 S. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

Home Cooked Meals Served
Three Times Dally

WANTEDMEN FOR SALES WORK
CONTACTING
PHYSICANS, HOSPITALS, ETC.
Long established nationally
known ethical pharmaceutical
manufacturer has limited number of openings for men interested in contacting physicians to promote and interpret
most recent development's of
medical and pharmaceutical
research.
Permanency, security and excellent opportunities for advancement for successful men
in this organization.
Salary
and Expense.
Minimum of 3 years college
work with major in biological
sciences such as zoology, comparative anatomy, physiology,
bacteriology, organic chemistry, etc. Age 21-30.
Replies held strictly confidential. Give full information regarding background.
EOX 1173, CLEMSON, S. C.

PIANO TUNING AND REPAIR
Just drop me a postcard to:

DONALD J AKERS
% General Delivery

Clemson, S. C.

For Reference: College Music Dept.

STONE BROTHERS
Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students

108 N. Main St.

Owned, And Operated by—

Greenville, S. C.

C. D. HUGHES, "An Old Clemson Man"

TRAVEL BI BUS
IMU'JMII

Economical.., Safe '

Clemson Delegates
Attend Physics Meet
Members of the faculty and
students from the Department of
Physics attended a meeting of the
Southeastern Section of the American Physical Society April 4
and 5 at Catawba College, Salisbury, N. C.
Delegates from the
faculty
were Dr. L. D. Huff, head of the
department; Dr. A. C. Menius;
Professor G M. Martin; Professor McF. Shakelford; and Professor G. W. Clark.
Students
who attended were J. A. Suddeth, J. M. Watkins, and R. L.
Chaplin, all of the Physics Department.

Valuable anique textile equipment has been presented to the
Clemson College Textile Department by John B. Humbert, manager of the Utica and Mohawk
Mills, Incorporated, of Seneca.
According to an article in Bobbin and Beaker, the gift consists
of a hand loom, a rare "combination textile machine", several
spinning wheels, a reel, a warper, and a scale model of a bale
presser.
The hand loom, made entirely
by hand in I860 by James Floyd,
of Liberty, stands about six-andone-half feet high, is five feet by
five feet and is made mostly of
wood, the only metal parts being
the ends of the warp beam. It
was originally owned by Mrs.
Nancy Boggs Taylor, of Liberty.
The "combination textile machine" is one of three known to
exist in the United States, and
embodies the essentials of the
cotton gin, opener, card and
drawing frame. In operation, the
machine feeds cotton into a hopper where a miniature gin removes most of the ' seed and
trash.; however, a considerable
amount of cotton is lost, in this
process.
The cotton is opened and then
moved on a small card. The sma
card silves passes through miniature drafting rolls and is wound
as a course yarn on small bobbins. The machine is so geared
that all its parts function merely
by the turning of a single handle. It is believed to have been
made early in the nineteenth
century.

Civilian and Military Clothes

WE SPECIALIZE IN-

—*>—

Textile Antiques
Given College

Mr. L. M.
Bauknight,
Jr.,
agricultural economics
'35
of
Easley, has been named assistant professor in the Department
of Agricultural Economics! and
Sociology.
Bauknight was released from
the Army after four and a half
years of service. Prior to his
entry into the armed services,
he was supervisor of a 29,000
acre farm in Greene
County,
Georgia.
In addition, Bauknight has also held positions in the Planning
Division of the Soil Conservation
Service in Spartanburg.

Quick Service for Express

TRAVEL IN SAFE COMFORT
FROM CLEMSON TO

I Anderson
I Abbeville
I Greenwood
Newberry
Saluda
Columbia

AM AM [AM| PMI PM PM
Clemson ,
LV 740
358
10441
Anderson AR 815
445
1120
Anderson
__ LV85O|10O5| 1200[ 230| 450 510
I
Abbeville
100Q|111S 120 340 5451
Greenwood AR1030 1145 150 410! 615 630
415 630 630
Greenwood _T
LV1150 1150
Newberry
; __ AR 105 105
5301 745 7401
150
Greenwood
LV1030
640
250
Saluda
LV1120
725
420
Columbia
AR1240
850

REMEMBER
TRAVELING TIME IS

FROM CLEMSON T&

Anderson
Laurens
Clinton
Union
>■ Chester
Great Falls
Lancaster
Rock Hill
Charlotte

PM
715
.750
755
915
945

AM | AM PM|
PM
655
LV715 1105 12501
\nderson
835
AR855 1250
Laurens ..
835
LV855 100
Laurens _
850
910 115
Clinton —
950
AR1010 210
Union
950
LV1010 215
Union —
1040
Chester _
.
1108 310
1100
Richburg Jet.
LV1130 330
81511100
Richburg Jet.
AR1130 420
84611130
Lancaster
AR1159 500
LV 155 420
11100
Richburg Jet.
11132
Great Falls __.
AR 228[ 530|' 715|
Richburg Jet.
LV1130| 330! 530! 750] 1100
AR1200 355 600 82011130
Rock Hill
PRECIOUS TIME
AR 100 455 700! 920 1225
Charlotte
Light face type denotes AM Time; Bold Face PM

CALL 3481 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON FARES AND SCHEDULES
PURCHASE OUR COMMUTER BOOK 33% OFF OF REGULAR RIDERS

CAROLINA STAGES, INC
is owned and operated by an old Clemson man Hamish Turner, Class of 1929.

Your interests are his.

